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1 Abstract
In order to engage in natural and fluent human-robot interaction, humanoid
robot companions must be able to produce speech-accompanying non-verbal
behavior including hand and arm gestures. In human communication, gestures
are considered an integral part of the human thinking process. Accordingly, they
are found to be finely synchronized with the accompanying linguistic affiliate [1].
Many researchers have emphasized the importance of this temporal synchrony in
terms of co-expressiveness (e.g. [2], [3]). However, for a humanoid robot required
to generate speech and gesture, an appropriate synchronization of the two modal-
ities still poses a major challenge. In many existing approaches used for virtual
conversational agents or robotic platforms, synchronization of different modali-
ties is either achieved only approximately or by solely adapting one modality to
the other, e.g. by adjusting gesture speed to the timing of running speech. Given
the limitations of robotic platforms, e.g. motor velocity limits, these approaches
turn out to be insufficient when a fine synchronization of speech and gesture is
a fundamental necessity for fluent human-robot interaction.
We present a multimodal scheduler that is capable of synchronizing expres-
sive hand and arm gestures with speech for the Honda humanoid robot. Since the
challenge of multimodal behavior realization has already been tackled in various
ways within the domain of virtual agents, our approach exploits the experiences
gained from the development of a speech-gesture production model for embodied
conversational agents. In particular, we build on the Articulated Communicator
Engine (ACE), which is one of the most sophisticated multimodal schedulers and
behavior realizers in that it replaces the use of lexicons of canned behaviors with
a real-time production of flexibly planned behavior representations [4]. The im-
plementation of the interface that couples ACE with the perceptuo-motor system
of the Honda robot and which is now used as an underlying action generation
framework for the humanoid is described in [5]. An outline of the implemented
robot control architecture is shown in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Outline of the underlying robot control architecture.
The scheduler presented in this abstract is an extended and improved version
of the ACE scheduler originally developed for a virtual agent application, since
it was lacking the two following major functionalities when used on a robotic
platform:
1. Accurate prediction function for movement timing: Being designed
for an animated virtual character, the forward model implemented in ACE
to estimate the time needed for the agent to perform a body movement is
based on a simple estimation function (Fitt’s law). This was sufficient in
the virtual agent environment, however, has proven inadequate when the
scheduler was used for action generation with a physical humanoid robot.
2. Cross-modal adaptation mechanisms within a multimodal chunk:
In ACE, within a chunk of speech-gesture production (see definition in [4]),
gesture speed is adjusted to the timing of running speech. This is possible in
a virtual agent application, since there are no real physical limitations in the
animation of body movements. Given a robotic platform, however, motor
velocity limits and other physical restrictions constrain the execution of arm
and hand gestures with arbitrary speed.
Essentially, our proposed multimodal scheduler incorporates a forward model to
predict an estimate of the preparation time required by the robotic body for
a gesture prior to the actual gesture stroke taking place. For this, an internal
simulation of the designated arm movement is performed during the movement
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planning phase using the robot’s whole body motion controller software [6].
Note that the same controller is also used to subsequently generate the actual
movement of the robot. Despite the fairly accurate prediction-based timing esti-
mation, the actual execution and timing of multimodal utterances might deviate
from the prediction. For this reason, an on-line adjustment of the synchroniza-
tion process is required once a certain threshold value of deviation is exceeded.
This is achieved by mutually adapting the two modalities reactively to one an-
other. In this way, our extended scheduler allows for cross-modal adaptation
not only between, but also within chunks. Scheduling, generation and continu-
ous synchronization of gesture and speech are flexibly conducted at run-time.
In the following, the implementation of the features extending the original ACE
scheduler is described in more detail.
1.1 Implementation of extended features
The ACE scheduler augments the classical two-phase ‘planning-execution’ proce-
dure with additional phases of the speech-gesture production process. However,
for the sake of simplicity, we use the classical fragmentation to illustrate the
extended features. In the proposed scheduler, the two phases operate as follows
(new additions or changes in the model compared to the original ACE scheduler
are marked with *):
Phase 1: Planning
1. a) Phonological encoding
b) Determine timing information for speech
c) Generate speech output in two files (1. speech before affiliate onset //
2. affiliate and rest of speech)*
2. a) Movement planning
b) Predict gesture preparation time based on forward model using robot’s
whole body motion controller*
c) Set start times for speech and gesture based on comparison of timing
information for both modalities*: If duration of speech before affiliate
onset is longer than gesture preparation time before stroke onset, then
start with speech output; otherwise start with gesture execution.
Phase 2: Execution
1. Start with speech-gesture production as scheduled based on timing informa-
tion derived in 2c) of planning phase*
2. Constantly check variance between target and actual arm position utilizing
afferent feedback from robot*
3. If variance exceeds defined threshold, adjust the synchronization process
through reactive mutual adaptation:*
- If gesture is too slow, then pause speech before affiliate onset (i.e. wait
with playback of second sound-file) until variance is below threshold
- If gesture is too fast, then execute pre-stroke hold (unlikely to happen)
Figure 2 illustrates the two phases of the extended ACE scheduler.
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the ‘planning-execution’ procedure of the extended scheduler.
Conclusion. The implementation of the proposed scheduler enables the Honda
humanoid robot to plan, generate and continuously synchronize gesture and
speech at run-time. The extended scheduler incorporates a predictive model for
body movements and cross-modal adaptation mechanisms. It thus represents a
more flexible and natural way to realize multimodal behavior for robots and
other artificial communicators.
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